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EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROB ABLE CONSEQUENCES h
10121 | Diesel Generator (D/G) 2C failed to reach rated speed and voltage in </= |

lo i3 | 12 seconds during surveillance testing required by T.S.4.8.1.1.1.a and |

l o | 41 | 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 because D/G 1B was inoperable for preventative maintenance. I

FBTs 1 1 Remaining AC sources were proven operable. This recurred on 10/21/81 |

lo is i I and 10/24/81 and resulted in a 2 hour LCO each time. This is a repetitive |

lo | 71 | event as last reported on Reportable Occurrence Report No. 50-366/1981-036. |

1 o is 1 I The health and safety of the public was not affected. |
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CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTtVE ACTIONS

lilol | The cause of this event could not be identified initially but recurrinq |

|i li | | events resulted in the discovery of and cleanina ef a dirty field flash- I

g| ing relay which solved the problen. The D/G has been tested 8 times, I

gi successfully, since the relay was cleaned. The unit is in full |

1i14i I compliance. |
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LER No.: 50-356/1981-100
Licensee: Georgia Power Company
Facility. Edwin I. Hatch

Docket ?!o.: 50-366

Narrative Report
for LER 50-366/1981-100.

There are six (6)' Deviation Reports associated wi- this LER. They are
Deviation Report flo. 2-81-174, 2-81-175, 2-81-178, 2-81-179, 2-81-180 and
2-81-183. They are explained as follows:

Deviation Report 2-81-174

While operating in a steady state condition of 2296 PMt (750 gross fMe) on
October 16,1981, at 2200 CDT, Diesel Generator (D/G) 2C, 2R43-S001C failed
to reach rated speed and voltage in </= 12 seconds during surveillance
testing. This testing was required because 1B D/G wa:> already inoperable
for preventative maintenance and was beinq perforned in compliance with
Tech Specs 4.8.1.1.1.a .2 and 4.8.1.1.2.a .4. The failure of D/G 2C made
2 D/G's inoperable on Unit II which resulted in a 2 hour LCO. The governor
was initially thought to be the cause of the failure but 2 subsequent D/G
runs, with maintenance and operations personnel observing, were completed
without incidence. Everything appeared to be nornal and the D/G was re-
turned to service. During the period of operation under the LCO, the re-
maining AC sources were demonstrated to be operable.

Deviation Report 2-81-175

While operating in a steady state condition of 2371 PMt (760 gross !Ne)
on October 21,1981, at 1135 CDT, D/G 2C, 2R43-S001C failed to reach rated
speed and voltage in </= 12 seconds while performing surveillance testing
in compliance with Tech Specs 4.8.1.1.1.a and 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 due to inop-
erability of 1B D/G. This resulted in a 2 hour LC0 and the operability
of remaining AC sources was demonstrated. The D/G reached rated voltage
after 19.11 seconds and while it was coming up personnel from maintenance
and engineering observed that the field flashing . elay was sticking. The
field flashing relay was sprayed with a lubricating cleaner and another
start of D/G 2C initiated and every indication was that the problem was
corrected. Two other starts were initiated on D/G 2C and the D/G returned
to service. The commitnent had been made to install a new field flashing
relay, which was on order, when they arrived on site by Reportable Occurrence
Report No. 50-366/1981-036. Since we were having problems with the relay,
the decision was made to expedite the order.

Deviation Report 2-81-179

While operating in a steady state condition of 2369 !Nt (753 gross Ble) on
October 23,1981, at 1300 CDT, D/G 2C failed to reach rated speed and voltage
in </= 12 seconds when a manual start was initiated to prove the new field
flasing relay that had just been installed in compliance with the commitment
in Reportable Occurrence Report No. 50-366/1981-036. ?!aintenance personnel
observed that the new relay was sticking. The new relay was different in
appearance from the original and bore a different part number but wac the-
same functionally and was the replacement component supplied by the i..anu-
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facturer. The new relav was not a random selection by the manufacturer but
,

was specifically selected for a replacement for the old relay. The new
relay was lubricated but continued to stick periodically. It was decided
that the relay selected might have just been a bad relay. Another new relay
was selected and bench tested several times with correct operation each
time. The new relay was installed and the diesel tested 2 times success-
fully. The D/G was tested by operations and declared operable. During the
period when D/G 2C was inoperable, the operability of the remaining AC
sources was demonstrated.

Deviation 2-81-178 and 2-81-180

While operating at steady state conditions of 2047 ?Ut (663.9 gross 70!e) on
October 24,1981, at 0805 CDT, D/G 2C failed to reach rated speed and voltage
in </= 12 seconds during accelerated surveillance testing. Investigation
revealed that the newly installed field flashing relay was sticking. The
two remaining relays were obtained from the warehouse and bench testing
revealed that both of them had the sticking problem. The decision was
made to disassemble the old relay and clean and lubricate it thoroughly.
This was done and the relay tested several times, successfully, prior
to returning it to service. Deviation Report 2-81-180 was written as a
result of the relay failure. The operability of the remaining AC sources
was demonstrated during the ceriod when D/G 2C was inoperable.

Deviation Report 2-81-183

On October 27, 1981, at 1100 CDT, it was decided that, even though the
new relays were replacement relays supplied by the manufacturer, Admini-
strative Procedure HNP-809 had been violated because an MR had been
written and the new relay installed without a Design Change Request having
being initiated.

The new relays which failed have been returned to the manufacturer for
their evaluation to determine the failure mechanism.

Conclusion

Since the old relay was cleaned and returned there have been four (4)
successful starts of D/G 2C at the regular accelerated surveillance interval
and four (4) prior to that. The problem was caused by the dirty relay.
The unit is in full compliance with all requirements.

There were no affects to public health and safety as a result of this incident.


